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ABSTRACT

The purpose of airblast predictions and moni-
toring is to guard against strong blast waves being
carried by the atmospheric acoustic tens into popu-
Zated areas where they could cause hazard and damage.
Exper ience and theory, with both high explosives and
nuclear tests, burst both underground and in the air,
have been developed to allow reasonable confidence
in safety predictions.

Standard explosion calculations and scaling
laws are used to define the source strength to dis-
tance s where quasi-acoustic propagation physics
becomes valid. Underground bursts are attenuated
by a factor which depends on scaled burst depth and
the burst environment material. For row charges the
source strength approaches a ine source model with
cylindrical blast expansion in directions perpendicular
to the row.

Atmospheric refraction by strata of different
temperatures and winds causes nonuniform blast over-
pressure patterns to be propagated great distances.
Jet atream winds may duct and even focus airblasts
with as arge as 8X magnifications over standard
wave expansion at ranges of 30 to 100 miles. Ozono-
sphere ducting, by warm temperatures and monsoon
wind sat 30 miles atitudes, can cause 3X magnifica-
tion at ranges from 70 to 150 miles. For very arge
explosives, these atmospheric effects can cause nui-
sance damage and breakage to windows and plaster walls
with a slight associated hazard to inhabitants.

Damage claims from explosive tests, accidents,
and son ic booms have been analyzed to give damage
pred iction equations in terms of incident airbZast
overpressure and exposed population. Overpressures
can be calculated from source strength and atmospheric
propagation parameters. Measurements in communities
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surrounding various explosives tests have served
to verify prediction procedures and interpret the
validity of damage claims.

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of airblast predictions and monitoring is to
guard against strong airborne blast waves being carried into
populated areas where they could cause hazard and damage. Our
atmosphere, on occasion, acts like a lens for focusing blast
or sound waves from explosions. This may cause much more air-
blast force at great distances than would be expected from
safe distance criteria which are established for normal explo-
sives in a nonrefracting atmosphere. Even relatively weak but
audible compression waves, not usually considered to be of
destructive force, may break some windows when applied to the
large pane populations in a city. Large windows are most vul-
nerable to breakage and, in turn, create some significant
hazard from falling and broken glass.

Plowshare explosives, burst underground, would give Tnuf-
fled airblast waves. The degree of muffling or attenuation
for some conceivable events may not be enough to counteract
all possibilities of atmospheric focusing. In planning, the
yield, burst depth and aterial, and number of devices are
used to establish airblast source strengths. Regional clima-
tology for the particular site will allow seasonal estimates
for propagation potentials, in terms of direction and distance.
This allows identification of vulnerable communities and even-
tual damage cost and hazard evaluations.

If there is a problem, systematic blast prediction ser-
vices may be required. This may entail special weather ob-
servations and forecasts, even to high altitudes reached only
by rockets. Some blast prediction calculations require
access to high speed computers. Where damaging airblasts are
possible, they must be onitored so the measurements are
available to verify predictions and to validate damage claims
which may arise.

Background

Propagation of airblast to long ranges was regularly
considered in the conduct of atmospheric nuclear tests. For
Plowshare applications, however, underground emplacement of
explosives causes considerable muffling of the airblast wave
so that the resultant hazard to remote communities is much
reduced. It cannot be ignored altogether, for many useful
Plowshare explosives would use much greater yields than were
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allowed in continental atmospheric tests and the attenuation
from burial is not great enough to completely suppress air
wave formation.

Considerable data have been accumulated from cratering
tests, where devices have been buried to give optimum crater
sizes. Also, measurements have been made on a number of con-
tained underground test events at various depths and yields.
There is very little experience with burst depths of inter-
mediate scale which might be applicable to quarrying or strip
mining so expectations from these must, for the present, be
interpolated.

On occasion, the atmosphere, with its stratifications of
temperatures and winds, may act as a lens to converge and focus
airblast waves at distances of fifty, a hundred, or even more
miles. Near these foci, or caustics, ordinary acoustic ampli-
tudes may be magnified by ten or more times and cancel the
muffling effects of underground bursts where airblast is sup-
pressed by attenuation factors of ten. Further definition of
this attenuation is thus needed and is found to be dependent
on yield, depth, and the environment material around the
explosion.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Explosion Blast Waves

Airburst explosives emit blast waves which are quite well
understood; they are predictable by hydrodynamics and verifi-
able by measurement. Scaling laws are available for transform-
ing airblast parameters from one yield to another, so that
prediction starts with a standard explosion, here taken to be
I kt NE (nuclear explosives) burst in free air with no reflect-
ing surfaces and in a homogeneous, calm atmosphere at 1000 mb
pressure (near sea level) and 300( temperature 270 C,
850 F). Complete tables of parameters for this explosion were
calculated at Los Alamos and dubbed IBM Problem M. The
pressure-time signature of this explosion wave at 9000 feet
range, at the end of the calculation, is shown in Figure 
This shows the typical explosion waveform with sharp compres-
sion, a slow decay into the long negative pressure phase, and
gradual recovery to ambient pressure as the blast wave passes.
The overpressure versus distance curve for this explosion is
shown in Figure 2 Extension to smaller overpressures beyond
the end of Poblem M and below 037 psi was based on empirical
data from high altitude bursts-which were little affected by
atmospheric refraction. In low overpressure regions, of con-
cern to offsite safety, overpressure decreases in proportion
to the 12 power of distance. Acoustic wave expansion wrald
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give a 1.0 slope but there are minor energy losses and wave-
form changes which cause the slightly more rapid decay which
is observed.

Scaling laws are illustrated to show that a given shock
strength, or overpressure-ambient pressure ratio, Ap/p, will
reach to distances, R, which are proportional to the cube
root of yield, W. Minor corrections for pressure altitude
are included but for most Plowshares this can probably be
neglected. Blast pressures at altitudes above sea level would
be reduced and on the safe side. A target at 10,000 ft. above
mean sea level (MSL) would receive about nine percent less
than the graphed overpressure and at 20,000 ft. MSL the reduc-
tion would be 19 percent. Extra pressure scales are shown
for millibars, metric units which have been in common blast
prediction usage, and pst (pounds per square foot) which have
been used recently in most sonic boom studies. Metric and
mile distance scales are also shown for convenience.

The recorded, reflected overpressure at long range from
an explosion is conveniently expressed by the equation

Ap* mb = 714 (W kt NE) 0.4 (R kft)- 1.2 (10- 3 xp W 0.6 F (1.)

where p is ambient pressure, Ap is blast overpressure, the
asterisk indicates that the amplitude is doubled by ground
reflection, W is explosive yield, R is distance, and F is the
atmospheric focusing factor.

Underground Bursts

For underground bursts overpressures are reduced by muf-
fling from the ground material. The wave form signature may
also be changed, as shown by Figure 3 at various burst depths,
where the initial shock transmitted through the ground strikes
the air as a piston to give a "ground shock induced" (GSI)
pulse which is followed by a "gas vent" (GV) pulse if there
is cratering or venting. At shallow burst depths only the
GV pulse is observed, at optimum crater depths in alluvium
the two pulses are observed, and at contained depths only the
GSI pulse gets into the air.

Amplitude is described by a transmission factor, T,
defined as the ratio of overpressure emitted to long range
divided by the overpressure which would have resulted from
the same explosive, but burst in free air, or

Ap (W, underground burst)
T (2.)

Ap (W, airburst)
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Transmissivity at close range is much complicated by several
factors and a full physical description of what takes place
is not yet available. Only the distant observed values will
be considered here in relation to offsite safety. Smoothed
curves throughxNerimental data are shown versus scaled
(according to 1 burst depth in Figure 4 There is much
scatter, partly caused by non-uniform emissions from the source
and partly from atmospheric inhomogeneity over the long trans-
mission paths. For safety predictions some allowance must be
made for this possibility of error. Curves show that the
material environment of the burst may be quite important.
Nuclear bursts in moist materials generate a large steam
pressure which enhances the GV amplitude. Bursts in dry rock
at optimum cratering depths have only a small venting pulse
pressure and the GSI pulse is the maximum of the two.

Contained underground bursts under alluvium are much
attenuated in comparison with stronger waves emitted by bursts
under rock; bursts in salt formations have appeared to give
the greatest air wave outputs.

Overpressures in Figure are multiplied by the appro-
priate transmissivities from Figure 4 to give overpressure-
distance curves for various explosives applications. Some
examples are shown in Figure S. These are "Standard" propa-
gation curves for hemispherical propagation from these bursts,
to be multiplied by appropriate focus factors for specific
atmospheric refracting conditions.

If multiple charges are detonated simultaneously the
blast waves may add almost acoustically and cause greater
overpressures than would have occurred from a single burst
of the combined yield. This may be alleviated by firing at
time intervals but the excavation efficiency may then drop
enough to make this impractical or undesirable. Data have
only been obtained for the simultaneous detonations of rows
for ditch digging. Maximum airblast amplitudes are propagated
perpendicular to rows and the minima are emitted off row ends.
A multiplier for number of charges is shown by Figure 6 for
these two directions and intermediate directions may be inter-
polated. Row charge effects are not yet well understood so
tests and studies are continuing on this problem. Total error
from transmissivity, row charge effect, and atmospheric vari-
ability may be by a factor of three or four.

Atmospheric Propagation

Atmospheric refraction causes non-uniform blast pressure
patterns to be propagated great distances. A simplified
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illustration of this is shown in Figure 7 In a real atmos-
phere temperature changes with altitude, as shown by the left
curve, so that sound speed is also different at different
altitudes. Wind changes with height added to temperature-
determined sound speeds give a sound velocity versus height
structure, as shown by the dashed curve. A vertical plane
wave, as shown on the right, would be propagated through this
atmosphere at different velocities at different altitudes and
become increasingly distorted with passage of time. Sound
rays, perpendicular to the wave front, are curved upward away
from ground in layers where sound velocity decreases with
height. These sound rays are curved toward the ground in
layers where velocity increases with height.

This same bending affects rays from a point source or
explosion, as shown in Figure 8. A most important sound
velocity versus height structure for explosions is where
sound velocity decreases, then increases with height above
ground. Various rays emanating from a burst curve upward,
then are turned over by velocities aloft and return to ground
in a band some distance away. Relative blast intensities may
be predicted from the density of ray arrivals. There may be
varying degrees of focusing of blast waves in these sound
rings. This is usually the sound velocity versus altitude
profile which causes exceptional disturbances, sometimes
called caustics, at long ranges.

There are three layered regions of the atmosphere which
may give strong sound or blast propagation. The lowest, a
surface inversion layer, as shown in Figure 9 does not often
give significant focusing but instead causes wave energy to
diverge cylindrically rather than spherically, and thus causes
abnormally high blast pressures. This surface sound duct may
be generated by a surface temperature inversion, where tem-
perature increases with height above ground in a hallow layer
which is seldom more than 1000 feet thick. Inversions develop
at night when the ground ools by radiation and, then in turn,
it cools the boundary air layers by conduction.

With temperature decreasing with height, as is normal
in daytime when the ground is heated by the sun, wind direc-
tion or speed may change with height to cause a sound velocity
inversion. In either case, sound rays are ducted to str�ke
first at ranges of less than a couple miles. These sound rays
are almost perfectly reflected by the ground at least for
frequencies and wave lengths given by most explosions) and
repeat their cyclic path many times as illustrated. Even
small ground reflection losses become significant after being
compounded dozens of times so this atmospheric duct is only
of concern in blast prediction to a few tens of miles. In
Nevada this shallow duct is generally blocked by mountains
at less than 20 miles range.
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Weather conditions shown in Figure 10 are responsible
for past occasions of extensive blast damages at exceptional
distances. Jet-stream winds, which usually blow from the west
direction quadrant, may have speeds as high as 250 knots.
Very low temperatures and sound speeds at 2,000 to 40,000
feet are counteracted by these high wind speeds to give some
higher sound velocities toward downwind directions near tropo-
pause altitudes than at ground level. The tropopause is where
temperature stops decreasing with altitude. A resulting sound
ring, with possible strong focusing, may land at 30 to 100
miles downwind range, depending on height and strength of
ducting jet-stream winds.

At higher altitudes, as shown by Figure 11, in the ozo-
nosphere there is a warm layer centered near 150,000 feet,
where temperatures and sound speeds are nearly as high as at
ground level. Fairly steady, strong winds to 150 knots speed
blow with seasonal directions at these high altitudes, from
west in winter and from east in summer. This creates sound
ducting toward downwind directions which gives a sound ring
at ranges from about 70 to 150 miles.

Upwind, blast waves are refracted away from ground and
only minor waves are diffracted or scattered into the shadow
zone, while stronger blast waves pass far overhead. These
diffracted waves have sometimes measurable but usually inaudible
intensity, and about two percent of the downwind pressure am-
plitude.

Even higher, in the ionosphere above 300,000 feet, very
high temperatures also duct waves to strike the ground at over
100 mile distances. This ducting is usually carried in direc-
tions opposite from downwind ozonosphere propagation. At such
high altitudes, low air densities cause most blast wave energy
to be absorbed, so no structural damages have been reported
from this wave route. However, high frequency pops and
rattles have been observed when ionosphere waves from large
explosions do reach the ground.

At long range waves strike ground at incidence angles
of up to 30 degrees and their amplitudes are doubled by near
perfect ground reflection. Microbarograph recordings thus
show twice the free air incident values calculated by scaling
from Figure 2 This doubling is sometimes incorporated into
expressions for the effective focus factor, although the ray
convergence by atmospheric refraction only contributes half
of total recorded focusing.

Airblast magnification by atmospheric ducting and focusing
is defined by a focus factor, F, which is the ratio of observed
or calculated amplitude or overpressure to that which is
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obtained from standard explosion propagation or

Ap (W; real atmosphere)
=

Ap (W; homogeneous, calm atmosphere)

Propagation under a surface inversion may give ducted
focus factors of F = 2 or F = 3 as shown by recordings made
10 to 20 miles from nuclear tests in Nevada. Mountainous ter-
rain in Nevada interferes with this propagation so there have
been no opportunities to observe results from this ducting
to longer distances. Even at ten miles range, atmospheric
inversions may cause an explosive to sound like ten times its
actual yield. In effect the explosion wave is nearly limited
to cylindrical rather than spherical divergence.

Jet stream ducting may cause much larger blast magnifi-
cation. Experiments have shown 1.6X magnification is about
average within 10 miles of an expected caustic, = 42 has
been observed, and statistical extrapolation shows that 7.5X
may well hit some houses or buildings from some explosive events.
This ducting is usually toward eastern directions, because
jet stream winds usually have large west wind components.
Occurrence is generally limited to late fall through early
spring seasons and temperate latitudes.

Ozonosphere propagations also give common observations
of 1.5X magnification. The largest recorded value showed
F = 33 at 135 miles from a 15-ton HE (high explosive) event.

Uncertainty about the atmosphere over such long paths
makes predictions subject to considerable error. The changing
nature of our atmosphere makes duplication of propagation dif-
ficult, even over time intervals of a few minutes. Prediction
error factors of at least two, high or low, should be allowed.
More ealistic assessment for damage expectation requires con-
sideration of the whole statistical pattern of probabilities
so that serious impacts can be held to rare occurrences.

Effects from Small Amplitude Airblast Waves

Laboratory tests have not broken panes with less than
10-mb overpressures, but the number of panes tested nowhere
approached the number of panes exposed even in small cities.

A more realistic damage level threshold for nuclear test
waves on cities can be estimated from three incidents of large,
single-strength, aged glass panes breaking from 2-millibar
recorded overpressure (1-mb incident). At higher overpressures
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there were quite a few moderate size panes broken in Johnston
Island barracks by Orange shot which gave 14 mb recorded over-
pressure. At the Nevada Test Site, 17 millibar overpressure
is the maximum recorded at the CP-l Control Point in Yucca
Pass, but that tore doors loose and broke ceiling light fix-
tures. There have been several other claims of damage from
testwaves, but there were no associated pressure measurements.

Better laboratory data are needed to relate breakage
probability to overpressure. This may come from sonic boom
and supersonic transport studies. Meanwhile empirical results
from the Medina, Texas, accidental explosion incident of
November 1963, furnish a useful guide to relating breakage
probability to overpressure, glass pane size, etc. Of 12 mil-
lion panes exposed in San Antonio, 3644 were claimed broken,
by overpressures estimated to vary fom mb to possible 10 mb,
from destruction of 115-tons of chemical explosives.

It was found that there were about 19 times as many
window panes in San Antonio as there were people, and that
the average window repair cost was $15.80. A small number
of very large panes was very costly to replace. In summary,
as shown by Figure 12 for a typical city of 100,000 population,
the number of expected broken panes can be estimated in terms
of expected overpressures. This estimation method was applied
to a ranch house where one pane was broken by an explosive
test near Cedar City, Utah, in October 1968, and showed that
only 047 pane should have broken.

It has also been found, and sonic boom tests are in sub-
stantial agreement, that miscellaneous damages, cracked plaster,
broken bric-a-brac, and so on, may increase damage claims costs
by about 40 percent over the cost for windows alone. Engineer-
ing details on structural responses of these miscellaneous
types are practically impossible to obtain.

Purely economic considerations of airblast restraints n
Plowshare events must be tempered by possibilities for personal
injury. There would be no direct physiological damage to people
with less tan about psi overpressures, or 350 mb where ear-
drums may break. One psi may cause injury from falls or other
reactions to startle or airblast force. At much lower pres-
sures secondary hazards from broken or breaking glass must
be considered outside the cost-effectiveness approach. For-
tunately there is practically no solid information available.
No one was hurt by broken glass from NTS nuclear tests nor in
the Medina incident. There were, however, fifteen injuries
reported from 300 broken panescaused by a recent sonic boom
at the USAF Academy. It is hoped that the detailed Air Force
report on this incident will assist in evaluating the hazard
potential of breaking windows.
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SUMMARY

Blast predictions begin with a hydrodynamic definition
of the close-in source wave which is well-known in terms of
yield, explosive and other scalable factors. Plowshare exca-
vation events are muffled or attenuated in varying degrees
according to scaled burst depth and material environment,
and experiments are continuing to adequately define this.

Once an airblast wave is coupled into the atmosphere,
long range propagation depends on the vertical structure of
temperatures and winds, sometimes to great altitudes. Sound
ducting by refraction processes can be caused by the boundary
layer, by jet stream winds, by seasonal winds near 150,000 feet
altitude, and by high temperatures in the ionosphere above
300,000 feet. Airblast amplitudes can be calculated for these
atmospheric lens effects at long ranges. There is confidence
in the qualitative results but there are frequent factor-of-
two errors which must be guarded against in assuring safety.

Theories are inadequate and data are scarce for predicting
nuisance damages from small amplitude waves. Research is con-
tinuing to refine this sector of the airblast problem as needed
for Plowshare safety and feasibility studies as well as super-
sonic transport sonic boom problems.
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QUESTIONS FOR JACK REED

1. From Charles Hardin:

How does moisture content of the air affect the blast wave?

ANSWER:

We pretty much ignore it. To be correct, you should use a virtual
tempera tu re rather than a pure a i r temperature to ca I cu I ate the
sound speed. That's for the water vapor content of the air and
just a correction in our refraction. On the other hand, what is
usual ly referred to in questions of this type: Is the blast wave
reflected off of clouds and off of precipitation? The answer is
quite firmly, no. The drop size is not adequate to do anything
other than give a very, very slight attenuation to the blast waves
or the wave length that we are involved in here.

2. From E. A. Martell:

Will high speed westerlies above 30,000 feet in the isthmus area
have similar accoustic wave effects as those experienced for high
speed jet streams at higher latitudes?

ANSWER:

The jet streams in Nevada that we worry about in the wintertime
which can cause focusing of blast waves and give troubles in Las
Vegas are speeds that run typ i ca I I y 30 and occas on I I y as h gh
as 200 knots in speed and I don't believe that our experience in
the isthmian region or the tropical region show anything near this.
The required speed for ducting from jet stream altitudes near the
tropopause level where the temperature is very, very low--it gets
down to as low as -100' C--then it requires at least 60 and generally
over 100 knot speeds to overcome that and give you a wind ducted
propagation. I'm not sure what the studies that ESSA is conducting
are showing, but I don't think that there are very many wind speeds
much over about 60 knots at that altitude, so I do not expect any
jet stream ducting from 30,000 feet in the canal project. Our
whole problem seems to be wrapped up in the ozonosphere propagation
and caused by the winds up at 150,000 feet.

3. From E. V. Anderson:

What is the area of a focus zone?
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ANSWER:

The calculated accoustic focus has zero width. You have infinite
pressure over zero width. What the real result is we don't really
know for sure, but we have some statistical information which says
for jet stream ducting from the Nevada Test Site using a large
number of small, high explosive tests, that within + 10 miles of
a calculated caustic, the average magnification carr5 out to be,
considering the ground reflection as part of the magnification,
we got an average factor of 315. This is from 250 or 500 obser-
vations. It was 250 observations and I think the maximum of all
these within 10 miles of the calculated caustic was about -/2 for
a magnification factor including the doubling by ground reflection
which you always get. It's pretty much of a statistical thing. It
doesn't come out as a nice, sharp focal point like you calculate by
pure accoustics, but we're not dealing with pure accoustics, we're
dealing with finite amplitude and long wave length waves and there's
quite a bit of mix-up here. The atmospheric turbulence also scatters
and diffuses it so pending more statistics, I think that you just
need to say that within 10 or 20 miles of a calculated caustic,
you can get this distribution of magnitudes which gives you some
small, but finite probability of having a pretty large magnifi-
cation on very, very rare occasions.

4. From W. J. Larkin:

Since the wave has directional properties, does the orientation of
the "window panes" have an effect on damage potential?

ANSWER:

Yes, and this is mostly derived from Civil Defense housing tests
and things like that. I believe, and John Blume may amplify this,
but there is a factor of essentially 2 difference. You have on the
side facing the blast about twice as much breakage as on the side of
the house away from the blast. And on the sides of the house you
have something in between. By the time you go out to where you are
only breaking I out of 5,000 or 10,000 panes, this kind of gets
lost in the statistics so you can't really Identify it. I know

one building in San Antonio we checked. I think there was a
slightly larger percentage of windows broken on the back side than
on the side facing the blast. So it is statistical and not very
well defined.
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